Abstract-Broadcast presents a special challenge for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). In some situation such as time synchronization or building routing path, broadcasting messages must be securely transmitted to all nodes, but this process is subject to attack by adversaries. For example, an adversary may try to waste the battery power of intermediate nodes by forcing a compromised node to repeatedly rebroadcast, thus causing a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack. One way to solve this problem is use only part of the nodes in the network as the intermediate nodes, limiting the effects of the attack. In this paper, we propose a novel broadcast protocol: BrOadcast Power Preserving (BOPP). In BOPP, a packet reception reliability metric of each network component is discovered. This reliability score gives the packet reception rate of each communication edge in the network. With the scoring metric, BOPP can judge the network reliability from time to time and adapt the network to provide maximum reliability while minimizing the energy cost. This enables the network to resist DoS attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper gives a protocol for assignment of resources in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). We give a broadcast protocol (BOPP, BrOadcast Power Preserving protocol) that involves some, but not all, intermediate nodes to achieve broadcast while balancing these two properties:
• reaching a large number of nodes with high probability; and • using few resources, in terms of broadcasting packets (which requires and consumes power). To achieve this tradeoff, we measure the reliability of internode direct communication, then use a greedy algorithm to select a subset of those nodes, and broadcast using the chosen subset as intermediate repeater nodes. We contrast our system with a flooding approach (involving all nodes) and with multipoint relays [1] and show that our system has substantially better results.
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) typically is a set of sensor nodes and base stations. A wireless sensor node often contain a low-cost processor, small amount of memory, limited battery power, limited wireless radio range, and appropriate built-in sensors for sensing the environment. These networks can be used to collect information in harsh environments.
Security issues need special attention in wireless sensor networks because of the strict hardware limitation. The limited radio range and battery power means that power for transmission is a scarce resource.
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks are a particular concern. If an adversary can cause a node to repeatedly broadcast messages [2] , he can successfully drain power from that node. Worse, these messages will be rebroadcast by other intermediate nodes, draining their power. We need a broadcast protocol with a limited number of relay nodes to reduce the effect of DoS attacks.
The simplest broadcast method is flooding: every node in the network retransmits the first copy of every message it receives. This method is simple to implement and gives robust coverage of nodes. However, it uses a large amount of power. To increase the network lifetime, the most common solution is to choose a subset of nodes as relay nodes. One common method is to calculate the Connected Dominating Set (CDS), or a Multipoint Relay Set (MPR) (these are discussed in the next section). Unfortunately, calculating a connected dominating set and finding a multipoint relay set with minimal size are both NP-hard [1] , so only approximate solutions can be calculated.
Unstable wireless signals subject to collisions, buffer overflows, and packet latencies may prevent broadcast messages from reaching all nodes. If there is only one route from the source node to the destination node, packet loss results in non-delivery of messages. Multi-path routing can alleviate the effect of packet loss.
In this paper we introduce a novel broadcasting protocol that can reduce the effect of packet loss in the network and decrease the size of the relay set. This protocol uses a reliability metric to compute a set of relaying nodes. By using smaller sets, network reliability is maintained.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Various methods have been proposed for WSN broadcast. In [3] , broadcasting protocols are categorized into four families: simple flooding, probability based methods, area based methods and neighbor knowledge methods. In simple flooding, each node immediately rebroadcasts the first instance of every packet [4] . The probability based method in [5] is similar to flooding, except that each node rebroadcasts with a certain Fig. 1(a) shows every node as a relay node. Fig. 1(b) shows the CDS as the relay set; it needs only 3 nodes to transmit messages to the whole network.
probability. In area based methods [5] , nodes are assumed to have a common transmission range. A node rebroadcasts only when reaching sufficient new coverage area. In neighbor knowledge methods [1, 6] , the relay set is chosen using knowledge of each node's neighbor or child set.
Using neighbor knowledge to choose rebroadcasting nodes is a problem related to finding a connected dominating set (CDS): for a connected graph G(V, E) where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set, a subset R ⊆ V is called a connected dominating set if R is connected and any vertex in V is either in R or is adjacent to a node in R. Fig. 1 shows a CDS. If we let the minimal CDS be the relay set in broadcast, the transmission cost of broadcast will also be minimized. It is known that the problem of finding the smallest dominating set in a weighted graph is NP-hard [7] . Therefore, we must use an approximation algorithm for the minimal CDS problem. In [6, 8, 9] , distributed algorithms are proposed to construct the dominating sets in the sensor network.
Qayyum et al. proposed multipoint relays (MPR) [1, 10] to reduce the size of relay sets. This method requires nodes have the knowledge of the network topology within a 2-hop radius. The nodes include the 1-hop neighbors in a greedy fashion to be the MPR that can reach the largest 2-hop neighborhood, until every node in the network can be reached by the MPR. first consider 1-hop neighbors, choose node 2 to cover node 4 and node 5, then choose node 3 to cover node 6, and then choose node 4 to cover node 7. However, the minimal relay set is actually {2,4} or {3,4}.
The protocol is improved in [11] . In [12] a tree based data collection scheme (TBDCS) is proposed using vertex covers to choose covering nodes. Both MPR and TBDCS use neighbor knowledge based on the child set to decide the relay set. The links between the siblings are ignored. The ignored siblings problem is shown in Fig. 2 .
To help address the ignored siblings problem, we can consider both the messages from parent nodes and from neighbor nodes. If a node has more broadcasting nodes near it, it has a higher probability of receiving the message and is more resilient to packet loss.
When multiple nodes broadcast in a compact region, the broadcast packets might interfere with each other and cause packet lost. These effects have been actually observed in Berkeley motes running broadcast; a number of instances are documented by Perrig and Tygar [13, 14] . Using part of the nodes in the network to be the relay node can decrease the node number within this compact region, also reduce the interference effects.
III. BROADCAST PROTOCOL
As mentioned earlier, multi-path routing reduces message loss. In multi-hop wireless networks, two nodes communicate over a (multi-hop) routing path. Let the packet reception rate be the weight of each edge. We can compute each node's packet reception rate. Using this data we can find a relay subset to broadcast messages to the whole network. Below we propose a novel, robust broadcast protocol that balances packet reception reliability and the size of relay sets.
A. Network Definition
A wireless sensor network is represented by a graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of nodes, and E ⊆ V 2 is the edge set that gives available communication links between nodes. If an edge (u, v) belongs to E, then u and v can communicate to each other, and the packet reception rate of edge (u, v) is p(u, v). For all x ∈ V , hop(x) is defined to be the shortest distance to the base station. With this definition, node x's parent set, child set, and neighbor set are defined as follows:
B. Node Reliability Score
In wireless communication some messages are lost during broadcast. If messages are redundantly routed over multiple paths then reliability increases. Given the packet reception rate r along every edge, we can compute the node's reliability score.
For every pair of nodes m and n that may communicate, we define the reliability score s(n) as the packet reception rate of the node n. If there is only one path, s(n) = r(m, n) · s(m) where s(m) is the score for node m. If there are multiple paths from parents, the score of the nodes in the parallel case can be defined as follows:
Suppose node a denotes the base station and there exist two routing paths a → b → d and a → c → d, both of them capable broadcast the message to node d, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The reliability score of node d is
This method can only handle the score with the shortest path to each node. In real network communications, the routing path of the broadcasting messages which transmitted with shortest paths are only parts of transmission. Fig. 4 shows one example. From the base station node a to node f , there are various paths such as
Here is an approximation: for every route from node a to node b, we only consider the path length within hop(b) + 1. We use two scores to describe hop(b) + 1 and hop(b). We denote the score that holds the shortest path (that is, hop(b)) as s d (b); we denote the route's combined scores with length hop (b) + 1 as s c (b, x) , ∀x ∈ N br(b). Then we can approximate the score
For the node b in Fig. 4 , the routes under consideration are a → b and a → c → b. To compute the score of every node, we need to compute the score recursively.
In Fig. 4 , we first consider the scores of the set Child(a) = {b, c, d}. For node b,
Similarly, we get
For node f , |P arent(f )| is greater than one, which means that there are multiple paths from parents, so the score s c is
The combined score is
The remaining scores of every node is computed in a similar way. Fig. 5 shows a graph where nodes in the network are labeled with reliability scores, and the nodes with the same hop grouped in common shaded areas.
C. The Scoring Metric And The Broadcast Relay Set
We use the sum of all the scores of nodes to be a metric for the network, and we define the maximal metric score to be the score when every node in the network is a relay node (simple flooding). We use a greedy algorithm to minimize the size of the relay set.
Define sum(N, U ) to be the sum of all the nodes' reliability scores, where R is the relay set and U = N \R is the node set containing nodes not relaying messages. The scoring metric of the network SM (N, U ) is When U is empty, every node in the network is in the relay set, and SM (N, U ) = 100%. As we remove nodes from the relay set, the score SM decreases. To prevent the network from being disconnected, SM becomes zero if there exists a node in the network whose reliability score is zero.
We use a greedy algorithm to choose U . At each step, the algorithm chooses a node to join U causing the smallest drop in SM . We do not drop below a threshold value. This acts as a parameter of broadcast reliability.
To maximize the life of the wireless sensor network, when the energy of a node drops below a threshold the node sends an alert to the base station. The low battery node is removed from the relay set and the relay set is rebuilt.
IV. EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup
In this section, we describe an experiment comparing BOPP and MPR in terms of the average size of the relay node set and the broadcast packet delivery rate. Our simulation randomly generated a network with sensor nodes within a two dimensional area of 400 × 400 units. Each node had a fixed transmission range of 10 units. To generate a network of fairly even distribution, no two nodes were allowed to be within 5 units of each other. The communication links between nodes have different packet delivery probabilities. We only considered connected networks.
The simulation considered both stable and unstable networks. In stable networks, the packet reception rate was randomly, uniformly set between 80% to 100%. In unstable networks, the rate was randomly, uniformly set between 20% to 100%. BOPP and MPR were tested on 100 stable networks and 100 unstable networks. The results were obtained by averaging the 100 simulations for both stable and unstable networks. 6 . A comparison of the average relay node set number required by pure flooding, MPR, and BOPP taken over 100 randomly generated stable networks (that is networks where neighboring node probability rate was set randomly, uniformly between 80% and 100%). We also show the average relay node set number required by BOPP taken over 100 randomly generated unstable networks (that is, networks where the neighboring node probability rate was set randomly, uniformly between 20% and 100%). The lower number of relay nodes, the lower amount of energy consumption. 
B. Simulation Result
Fig . 6 shows the simulation result for MPR and pure flooding in stable networks, and BOPP in both stable and unstable networks. BOPP needs about 10% fewer nodes than MPR. Since most of the energy consumption in WSNs comes from radio communication, the smaller the number of required relay nodes, the lower the amount of energy consumed. Fig. 7 and 8 compare MPR and BOPP in terms of packet delivery rates in both stable and unstable networks respectively. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , there are two BOPP curves: one shows the delivery rate when BOPP is used with the same number of relay nodes as MPR; the other shows the rate when a minimal number of relay nodes are used in BOPP. When the same number of relay nodes is used by both MPR and BOPP, then BOPP has about 10% higher packet delivery rate than MPR, in both stable and unstable networks. Compared with MPR, the simulation results of both stable and unstable networks show that BOPP requires about 10% fewer relay nodes while maintaining the same delivery rate.
Since BOPP offers the desired packet delivery rate, we can also compare BOPP and MPR in terms of energy efficiency. Here we compare the energy efficiency of packet delivery rate that every relay node can provide. In our simulation, BOPP provided at least 5% improvement in energy consumption in stable networks (Fig. 9) . As the network scales up, the improvement becomes greater and greater. For unstable networks, BOPP presented about a 10% energy improvement.
C. Resistance Against Denial-of-Service Attack
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks can be a serious problem for wireless sensor networks. If an adversary can flood a wireless sensor networks with messages, he can rapidly drain battery resources. Compared with a flooding protocol in which all of the nodes rebroadcast messages, BOPP use only 45% of resources. This provides resistance against DoS attacks. See Fig. 6 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new broadcast algorithm providing maximum reliability while minimizing the energy cost. Compared with MPR, BOPP uses fewer relay nodes and provides the desired packet delivery rate. We also show that BOPP provides better performance in larger unstable networks, and the simulation result shows that BOPP saves more energy and is more resilient to DoS attacks. In future work, we will try to find out a lightweight method replacing the greedy algorithm to choose the relay nodes. In a longer presentation of this work, we will present a full analysis of our algorithm. We also plan to investigate nodes dynamically joining and leaving networks in the future.
